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SECTION I – EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

In 2014, Santa Rosa Water retained The Reed Group, Inc. to prepare a Water and
Wastewater Rate Study. The Reed Group, Inc. has assisted Santa Rosa Water on a variety of
utility rate, cost of service, demand fee, and related issues for more than fifteen years, and
was chosen to conduct this study through a competitive Request for Proposals process.
The water and wastewater rate study included developing ten-year financial plans for
the water and wastewater utilities. The financial plans provide a ten-year financial
analysis of the utilities’ operation and maintenance costs, debt service obligations, and
capital program needs, and are used to identify the annual water and wastewater rate
revenue requirements for rate-setting purposes. The financial plan models provide an
opportunity to assess the potential implications of future operating and maintenance costs,
capital improvement program needs, current and future debt obligations, changing
customer demands, and other variables.
The water and wastewater rate study provides the cost of service analyses and design
of user rates intended to meet Santa Rosa Water’s service and financial obligations for the
next five years. Water and wastewater rates have been developed consistent with
requirements of California Constitution Article XIIID and related court decisions. In
particular, the recent decision from the Fourth District Court of Appeal in Capistrano
Taxpayer Association v. City of San Juan Capistrano (SJC decision) has been considered in the
development of rate recommendations. In addition, the water and wastewater rate study
was conducted with input from Santa Rosa Water staff and the Board of Public Utilities
(BPU) Budget Subcommittee.
Santa Rosa Water generally adjusts water and wastewater rates annually to meet the
financial and service needs of the utilities. While each rate adjustment has been supported
and justified by required analyses, a comprehensive outside review of water and
wastewater rates has not been performed in over fifteen years. Santa Rosa Water’s
financial policies, budgeting practices, and operational efficiencies have served the
community well. Even though the City is in a second year of water shortage, and the State
has imposed mandatory water use restrictions, Santa Rosa Water’s financial health is such
that general water and wastewater rate increases are not needed for the current fiscal year.
This makes it an ideal time to institute the rate structure changes, as summarized in this
Executive Summary more fully described in the body of this report.
Santa Rosa Water’s financial policies, as well as available reserves, help protect the
utilities, and customers, from financial risk and catastrophic events, including the risk of
continuing drought. Beyond the current fiscal year, modest annual rate adjustments are
warranted. A five-year rate plan is proposed. While Santa Rosa Water has historically
adopted two-year rate plans, the ten-year financial plan used in this study, as well as the
sound financial health of the utilities, provide the right conditions to adopt rate
adjustments for a longer period of time. The five-year period provides customers with
greater certainty on the level of rates in the future, provides Santa Rosa Water staff with
similar confidence, and reduces the time and costs associated with more frequent rate
setting processes.
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FINANCIAL PLANS AND WATER AND WASTEWATER REVENUE NEEDS

Santa Rosa Water staff has utilized a five-year financial planning model for planning
purposes for many years. This rate study included the development of a ten-year financial
model. Using a longer planning horizon can enable greater confidence in making nearterm decisions, improve rate certainty and stability over time, and reduce financial risk.
Both of the water and wastewater utilities, as well as the subregional system, are selfsupporting independent enterprises of the City. That is, the utilities are expected to
generate the revenues (through user charges, demand fees, and other revenues) to cover
the ongoing costs of operations, maintenance, administration, regulatory compliance, debt
service, capital improvements, and maintenance of prudent financial reserves.
Financial planning models reflect Santa Rosa Water’s FY 15-16 budget, five-year capital
improvement plans, financial reserve policies, contractual debt service obligations, and
current fund and reserve balances. The models also reflect certain estimates and
assumptions pertaining to future water supply costs, changes in water demands, cost
inflation, and other variables. At present, both the water and wastewater utilities are
experiencing reduced water and wastewater rate revenues as a result of reduced water
demand stemming for the continuing drought. Nevertheless, the utilities have been able to
maintain sound financial health, and are able to use available reserve surpluses to buffer
the potential financial impacts associated with water shortage conditions.
In 2014, Santa Rosa Water restructured a portion of its long-term debt to take
advantage of conditions in the financial markets. Additional debt to provide funding for
planned capital improvement projects of the subregional system is anticipated in both 2017
and 2022. However, Santa Rosa Water is also taking steps to increase the portion of payas-you-go funding of capital projects thereby reducing borrowing costs in the future.
Santa Rosa Water’s water rates were last adjusted in July 2015 with an automatic passthrough adjustment to water usage rates (but not fixed service charges) to reflect changes
in the cost of water purchases from the Sonoma County Water Agency (SCWA).
Wastewater rates were last adjusted in January 2015. Financial plan analyses indicate that
increases in water and wastewater rates are not needed in the current fiscal year.
However, modest increases will be needed in future years to meet service and financial
obligations. Exhibit I-1 presents proposed overall water and wastewater rate adjustments
covering the next five years.
Annually, during the budget process, Santa Rosa Water staff should review the need
for each planned water and wastewater rate increase. That annual review should consider
operating and maintenance costs, debt service obligations, planned capital improvement
needs, the status of financial reserves, and anticipated system demands. Based on this
review, staff may determine that the projected revenue needs in a given year are less than
those that would be generated by proposed water and/or wastewater rates presented
herein. As a result, it would be appropriate to recommend rate adjustments be limited to
the cost of service as determined with consideration of all of the preceding financial and
service obligations. In effect, if adopted, the rate adjustments from July 2016 through July
2020 would be the maximum rates allowed under the Proposition 218 proceeding.
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Recent and continuing water shortage conditions have led to reduced water usage,
which has resulted in significant reductions in both water and wastewater revenues. Even
if water shortage conditions return to normal in 2016, it may take several years for water
demands to rebound and because of permanent changes made during the drought water
demand may rebound to a new normal. In addition, the current drought may persist and
require water use restrictions to be continued at some level. The current situation is
inherently uncertain, and the BPU Budget Subcommittee stressed the need to assess risk by
performing sensitivity analyses around potential scenarios. To this end, the water and
wastewater financial models have been used to assess various future scenarios, including
various water demand scenarios.
Exhibits I-2 and I-3 each illustrate a range of potential water demand scenarios
considered in developing 5-year rate plans for the water and wastewater utilities,
respectively. The graphs show each utility’s financial reserves in relation to target
minimum reserves (operating and catastrophic reserves) with the proposed 5-year rate
plans, but with varying changes in future water (and wastewater) demand. The scenarios
illustrate possibilities ranging from a bigger demand rebound to a more extended or
deepening drought. The proposed 5-year rate plans reflect annual adjustments to the
water and wastewater rates intended to maintain Santa Rosa Water’s ability to meet service
and financial obligations over the next five years. However, the uncertainty that is
inherent under current and unknown future water supply conditions warrants continued
monitoring and vigilance.
THE REED GROUP, INC.
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Details of financial plan analyses and the recommendation to increase water and
wastewater rates over the next five years are presented in Section II of this report. Section
II also describes a recommendation to increase catastrophic reserves using available
surplus reserves, and without increasing water and wastewater rates.
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PROPOSED WATER RATES

Exhibit I-4 presents the proposed water rate schedule for January 20161. This rate
schedule is revenue neutral with the current water rates; no additional revenue is
anticipated. The proposed water rates include rate structure changes and reflect an
updated cost of service analysis. The water rate structure has been modified as follows:
•

The current 4-tier water usage rate structure for single family homes has been
modified and reduced to two tiers. The first tier water allocation is still based on
each customer’s sewer cap, with all water use above the cap billed at the second tier
rate.

Water usage is measured for each billing period, which generally corresponds to a one-month period of
time. When the terms month or monthly are used in this report related to water usage or service charges, they
pertain to billing periods. Billing periods may straddle adjacent months, and may be from 28 to 35 days, due to
logistical considerations for meter reading.

1
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•

The current 3-tier water usage rate structure for irrigation accounts has been
modified and reduced to two tiers. The first tier water allocation remains based on
125 percent of the water budget for each account, with all water use above this
amount billed at the second tier rate.

•

Tiered water usage rates for residential and irrigation accounts are each based on
costs of providing water and water service within each tier of usage. The rate for
the first tier reflects blended water supply costs, including SCWA water,
groundwater, and recycled water, as well as other water system costs recovered
through usage rates. The rate for the second tier reflects SCWA water costs (the
highest cost water supply) and water conservation program costs, as well as other
water system costs recovered through usage rates.

•

Duplex accounts are grouped with single family customers for billing purposes. It
was found that water use patterns of duplex accounts more closely resemble single
family homes than apartments. With this change duplex accounts will be subject to
the proposed 2-tier rates, rather than a uniform water usage rate.

•

Multi-family, commercial, industrial, and institutional customers remain on a
uniform water usage rate. The uniform rate spreads all water supply, water
conservation, and other water system costs recovered through usage rates across all
usage by these customer groups.

•

The revenue mix between fixed service charges and water usage rates has been
shifted slightly toward water usage revenue (from a current mix of 25.5 percent
fixed and 74.5 percent volumetric to a proposed mix of 22.5 percent fixed and 77.5
percent volumetric).

•

Fixed service charges have been adjusted across the range of meter sizes to reflect
the capacity relationship across meter sizes. This equitably assigns service charge
costs to each customer in relation to the potential demand they place on the water
system.

In addition to reflecting the cost of service and proportionately allocating costs to each
user based on service and demand characteristics, the water rate structure has been
designed to encourage water conservation, help protect the affordability of basic water
usage, and simplify administration and customer understanding.
For the past six years, Santa Rosa Water has adjusted water usage rates based on
changes in wholesale water purchase costs through an automatic rate adjustment
mechanism authorized by the Government Code and adopted by the City Council. The
purchase of treated water from the SCWA is the water utility’s largest cost. The automatic
adjustment mechanism has been beneficial in helping keep water rates in line with costs.
Changes to the automatic water usage rate adjustment calculation are recommended to be
compatible with tiered rate structure changes and cost of service requirements.
Section III of this report provides details on the water rate recommendations including
rate-setting objectives, cost of service analysis, rate design issues, water rate calculations,
and automatic water usage rate adjustments. Information on ways to offer assistance to
low income customers is also presented in Section III.
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PROPOSED WASTEWATER RATES

Exhibit I-5 presents the proposed wastewater rate schedule for January 2016. This rate
schedule is revenue neutral with the current wastewater rates; no additional revenue is
anticipated. The proposed wastewater rates include rate structure changes and reflect an
updated cost of service analysis. The wastewater rate structure has been modified as
follows:
•

The fifteen separate categories for commercial and industrial accounts have been
consolidated to four general categories based on wastewater strength
characteristics. The proposed categories include low, standard, medium, and high
strength. Exhibit IV-3, in Section III of this report, lists the types of businesses that
would be assigned to each classification. About 89 percent of commercial and
industrial customers will be in the standard category.
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•

All residential accounts will continue to pay wastewater usage charges based on the
lesser of the individual sewer cap or actual water use each billing period. The
sewer cap is determined annually for each customer based on the average water
use during complete billing periods from November through March. Nonresidential accounts with separate irrigation meters will continue to pay
wastewater usage charges based on actual water use. Irrigation water is separately
metered in most instances.

•

The revenue mix between fixed service charges and wastewater usage rates has
been maintained with a mix of 25 percent fixed and 75 percent variable.

•

Fixed service charges for multi-family, commercial, industrial, and institutional
accounts have been adjusted across the range of water meter sizes to reflect the
capacity relationship across meter sizes. This equitably assigns service charge costs
to each customer in relation to the potential demand they place on the wastewater
system. Single family customers continue to pay a single service charge, regardless
of meter size (larger meters are generally required for irrigation demands or fire
flow considerations, rather than water use related to wastewater generation).

•

For administrative ease, as with water rates, duplex accounts are grouped with
single family customers for wastewater billing purposes. It was found that water
use patterns of duplexes more closely resemble single family homes than
apartments. With this change duplexes will be subject to a single wastewater
service charge, regardless of meter size.

In addition to reflecting the cost of service and proportionately allocating costs to each
user based on service and demand characteristics, the wastewater rate structure has been
designed to encourage water conservation, maintain financial stability, help protect the
affordability of basic service, and simplify administration and customer understanding.
Section IV of this report provides details on the wastewater rate recommendations
including rate-setting objectives, cost of service analysis, rate design issues, and
wastewater rate calculations. Special considerations for commercial and industrial
wastewater customers that place extraordinary demands and/or loads on the wastewater
system are also addressed in Section IV.
CUSTOMER BILL IMPACTS OF PROPOSED WATER AND WASTEWATER RATES

While the proposed water and wastewater rates for January 2016 are revenue neutral,
overall, the rate structure changes will mean that some utility bills will increase while
others decrease. For most customers the changes will be relatively small. Exhibit I-6
presents a comparison of water and wastewater utility bills, for a variety of different
customers, under both current and proposed water and wastewater rates. Even though bill
amounts may change, the proposed rates reflect requirements clarified by recent case law.
Exhibit I-7 shows how a typical single family residential water and wastewater bills
compares with utility bills with the same usage characteristics in other local communities.
While the typical single family water bill in Santa Rosa is higher than most of the
neighboring communities, the proposed rates do not result in a significantly higher utility
bill. Some of the communities shown are in the midst of, or are about to begin, their own
utility rate studies.
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SECTION II – WATER AND WASTEWATER FINANCIAL PLANS

This section of the report describes the water and wastewater financial plans developed
for Santa Rosa Water. The ten-year financial plans (1) provide an analysis of each utility’s
current and estimated future operating and maintenance costs, debt service obligations,
and capital program needs, (2) present a financial strategy for meeting the financial and
service obligations, and (3) are used to determine annual water and wastewater rate
revenue requirements. The annual rate revenue requirement is the amount of revenue
needed from water and wastewater rates to cover planned operating, maintenance, debt
service, and capital program costs with consideration of other revenues and financial
reserves for each utility.
FUND STRUCTURE AND CASH FLOWS

The financial plans were developed through analyses using an annual cash flow
planning model developed for each utility. As a cash flow model, it differs from standard
accounting income statements and balance sheets. The financial plan models reflect
sources and uses of funds into, out of, and between the various funds and reserves of each
utility.
The financial plan models reflect each utility’s current fund and reserve structure and
also incorporate specific reserve recommendations. This structure was discussed with staff
and presented to the BPU Budget Subcommittee during workshops; the structure provides
a helpful framework for evaluating the financial needs of the utilities and for clearly
demonstrating how operating and maintenance costs, debt service obligations, and capital
program needs are addressed. The fund and reserve structure common to both utilities is
summarized below. Exhibit II-1 is a schematic diagram of the funds/reserves and major
cash flows associated with the financial plan models.
An understanding of the fund/reserve structure is helpful in understanding the
financial plan worksheets that model estimated annual cash flows through each utility
from one year to the next. Financial reserve policies where last formally reviewed by the
BPU and the City Council in 2013, and reserve policies are contained in Council Resolution
28244. The fund/reserve structure is comprised of:
•

Operating Fund – The Operating Fund is the primary fund within each utility.
Most of the water/wastewater system’s revenues, including user rate revenues,
flow into the Operating Fund and all operating and maintenance costs, including
debt service payments, are paid out of this fund. Funds are also transferred from
the Operating Fund to the Capital Fund to help pay for capital projects intended to
rehabilitate and upgrade facilities.
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Operating Reserves – Under the current reserve policy, Santa Rosa Water
maintains an Operating Reserve equal to 15 percent of annual operating and
maintenance costs, excluding debt service costs. The purpose of the Operating
Reserve is to provide sufficient funds for working capital and to manage cash
flow, as well as to provide funds for unanticipated expenditures or revenue
shortfalls and for minor emergencies. In addition, the utility may plan for the
use of up to 50 percent of the minimum target reserve with each biennial rate
update process, so long as the operating reserve is shown to return to the target
minimum balance within a 5-year planning period.
As of June 30, 2014, the water utility had an operating reserve of about
$3,918,000 and the wastewater utility had an operating reserve of about
$3,380,000.

o

Catastrophic Reserves – Catastrophic reserves are intended to help protect the
water and wastewater utilities from financial risk associated with a major
seismic event or other catastrophic event. They are intended to be available in
the event of a major (catastrophic) emergency, including a reduction in
revenues from a water shortage emergency, rather than minor emergencies.
The amounts held in catastrophic reserves were determined based on an
engineering analysis of the amounts needed to restore “basic services” of the
water and wastewater systems following a major earthquake.
As of June 30, 2014, the water utility had $4.4 million held in the catastrophic
reserve and the wastewater utility had $5.2 million held in the catastrophic
reserve. These amounts have not been adjusted since 2006. Since that time, the
20-cities construction cost index (CCI), published by the Engineering News
Record, has increased about 30 percent. As a result, the real value of the
catastrophic reserves is diminished.
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It is recommended that Santa Rosa Water increase the amounts in the
catastrophic reserves to account for the effects of inflation since 2006. With 30
percent increases to each of these reserves, new balances would be $5.75 million
for the water utility and $6.8 million for the wastewater utility2. The increased
balances in each of these reserves can be accomplished simply by designating a
portion of currently available surpluses in each utility’s Operating Fund. No
increase in utility rates is required.
o

Available Surplus – The balance in the Operating Fund in excess of the target
amounts for the Operating Reserve and the Catastrophic Reserve is shown in
the financial plan as Available Surplus. After all other obligations are met this
available balance can be used to offset rate increases. This surplus provides
important flexibility in managing the financial needs of the utility. For financial
planning purposes, the Available Surplus is gradually reduced over the 10-year
planning period. In actual practice, it better enables Santa Rosa Water to
manage the natural financial variability that follows fluctuating customer
demands and other operational requirements.
As of June 30, 2014 the Available Surplus in the water utility was about $13.8
million and the Available Surplus in the wastewater utility was about $8.4
million.

•

Rate Stabilization Reserves – The water and wastewater utilities may fund Rate
Stabilization Reserves to enhance the utility’s bond ratings by adding a stable
source of liquidity to a fund with outstanding debt. Debt rate stabilization reserve
levels are determined as part of the utility’s long-term financing plan.
As of June 30, 2014 the wastewater utility had $1.0 million in the Rate Stabilization
Reserve. This is maintained due to the significant outstanding long-term debt of
the subregional system and the City’s (wastewater utility’s) share of the debt
obligations. The water utility has not funded a Rate Stabilization Reserve.

•

Geysers Reserves – Under terms of its contract, Calpine Corporation was required
to provide the City with a $30 million letter of credit as security for continued
operations and potential partial reimbursement for construction costs of the
Geysers pipeline should the project cease operation. Because of financial conditions
at the time, Calpine did not secure the required letter of credit. However, the City
obtained $1.25 million from Calpine (representing the cost of a $30 million letter of
credit for two years). This money has been placed in the Geysers reserve, and no
decision has been made as to how this money should be used. However, the fund
could be used as an emergency reserve to protect the pipeline to the Geysers
project.

•

Designated Reserves – Designated (or restricted) reserves are set by external
requirements and restraints of creditors, grantors, contributors, or law. The water
and wastewater utilities will maintain such reserves by bond covenants, state
revolving fund loan contract, or other requirements, as needed.
As of June 30, 2014 the wastewater utility had $3.5 million in designated reserves,
and the water utility does not have any designated reserves.

Similarly, the Catastrophic Reserve for the subregional system should be increased from $1.3 million to
$1.7 million.

2
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Capital Project Appropriations – Each year Santa Rosa Water appropriates funds
for specific capital improvement projects. When appropriations are made funds are
set aside to cover project costs. While not specifically in a separate fund or reserve,
this cash sits in this appropriated (or designated) state until capital project
expenditures are incurred and bills are paid.
As of June 30, 2014 the water utility had about $35.5 million appropriated for
capital projects and the wastewater utility had about $41.8 million appropriated for
capital projects.

FINANCIAL PLAN ASSUMPTIONS

The water and wastewater financial plans were initialized with the FY 14-15 budget
and financial conditions as of the beginning of the fiscal year. They were later updated to
incorporate budgets for FY 15-16, as well as estimates for FY 14-15. The financial plan
models also reflect existing debt service obligations and planned annual capital
improvement program appropriations as identified by staff.
The process used to develop the financial plans involved estimating future revenues
and expenditures based on estimates of future conditions using budgets, existing debt
service schedules and planned capital improvement plan appropriations. The financial
plans are based on the best available information and assumptions are believed to be
reasonable; however, no assurance can be provided as to the accuracy and completeness of
future estimates. The proposed annual rate adjustments will help protect Santa Rosa
Water and ratepayers from some of the risk and inherent uncertainty associated with
financial plan assumptions. Primary assumptions reflected in financial plan analyses are
described below, with additional information presented in Exhibit II-2.
•

Interest Rates – Interest earned on fund/reserve balances is estimated to be 0.25
percent through FY 16-17, then increases by 0.25 percent every two years until
reaching 1.00 percent and remains at 1.00 percent for the remainder of the planning
period. Interest calculations are based on beginning-of-year fund/reserve balances.
The initial interest rate reflects the current return from the Local Agency
Investment Fund (LAIF), as well as a gradual return towards historical averages.
Interest accrues to each of the funds. Santa Rosa Water also pays interest on
outstanding long-term debt obligations. The interest payments on outstanding
debt are those contained in existing contracts and repayment schedules.

•

Inflation Rates – Financial plan analyses include a general inflation factor and a
construction inflation factor both at 3.0 percent per year throughout the planning
period. General inflation is currently about 2.5 percent per year, as reported by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics for the San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose area.
Construction inflation, as indicated by the Engineering News Record’s 20-Cities
Construction Cost Index, is also currently about 2.5 percent per year. Both general
inflation and construction inflation have historically been higher than the current
levels, and the 3.0 percent used in the financial plan analyses are reasonable for the
10-year planning period.
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•

Growth Projections – The financial plans assume that the customer base (number of
active service connections) will grow by 0.25 percent per year through the planning
period.
While lower than projections reflected in the 2010 Urban Water
Management Plan, this estimate is reasonable and more conservative for financial
planning purposes.

•

Customer Demand – The current drought is continuing through 2015, and the
financial plans have been revised to reflect that water demand may be significantly
constrained through FY 15-16 in order to achieve water use reduction goals
established by the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB). Beyond FY 1516, average customer water demands are then assumed to rebound from the
drought levels. The financial plan assumes that FY 16-17 water demand will be 5
percent higher than FY 15-16, and wastewater flow will be 4 percent higher.
Beyond FY 16-17 average water demand is assumed to then decline by 1 percent
per year, and wastewater demand decline by 0.6 percent per year.
Future water demand and wastewater flows are uncertain and may be influenced
by continuing drought conditions, conservation and environmental ethics of
customers, economic conditions, weather patterns, and other factors.
The
assumptions used in the financial analysis are believed reasonable, and sensitivity
analyses performed on the water demand and wastewater flow assumptions
suggest that these assumptions are consistent with risk aversion expressed by BPU
Budget Subcommittee members.

•

Water System Losses – The water financial plan reflects estimated water system
losses of 8 percent of the total water produced. While actual water lose rates do
vary, this estimate is consistent with industry standards, assumptions included in
the 2010 Urban Water Management Plan, and actual experience.

•

Operation and Maintenance Costs – The financial plan models are based on current
operating and maintenance costs as reflected in the FY 15-16 operating budget, with
future estimates influenced by the inflation, growth, and water demand
assumptions described above, with the exceptions listed below.
o

SCWA Water Purchases – About 95 percent of the water utility’s water supply is
purchased from the Sonoma County Water Agency (SCWA). SCWA adjusts its
water rates and charges annually, and the financial plan assumes that the rate
for SCWA water purchases will increase by 5.0 percent per year through the
planning period based on indications from SCWA staff. Santa Rosa Water
budgets for water supply purchases based on normal water demands, even if
lower water demands are anticipated.
For rate calculation purposes,
assumptions for water supply and demand must align (with consideration for
water system losses). For this reason, budgeted water supply costs are
effectively reduced by subtracting SCWA purchase contingency costs
(difference between budgeted water purchases and the amount that aligns with
estimated water demand).

o

Subregional Costs – Financial plan models assume that subregional O&M costs
will increase by 3.0 percent per year throughout the planning period. Seventythree percent of subregional O&M costs and capital program appropriations are
allocated to the wastewater utility.
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•

Existing Debt Obligations – Existing long-term debt repayment obligations are
summarized in Exhibit II-3. Santa Rosa Water is responsible for the repayment on
about a dozen outstanding bonds and State Revolving Fund (SRF) loans. As of
June 30, 2014 the outstanding principal on long-term debt totaled about $333
million, and total annual debt service in FY 14-15 was about $28 million. The water
utility has relatively little long-term debt, and most of the debt service obligation of
the wastewater utility is associated with the City’s share of subregional debt, with
relatively little associated with the wastewater collection system. Seventy-six
percent of subregional debt service costs are allocated to the wastewater utility.

•

New Long-Term Debt – Santa Rosa Water has examined the need to issue additional
long-term debt for improvements to the subregional system. At present, the City is
considering the possible issuance of an additional $35 million in long-term debt in
2017 and $22 million in 2022. The City’s financial advisors have estimated potential
debt service schedules that structure debt repayment around existing repayment
obligations. That information has been incorporated into the subregional financial
plan.

•

Capital Improvement Program Appropriations – Santa Rosa Water appropriates funds
for capital improvement projects within each of the utilities each year. Annual
appropriations, as developed by staff for the next five years, are included in the
financial plans for each utility. For the last five years of the ten-year planning
period, the annual appropriations have been escalated based on the construction
inflation factors described previously. As described previously, a ten-year
planning period is new for Santa Rosa Water, and capital improvement plans may
be similarly extended to a ten-year planning period in the near future. Exhibit II-4
summarizes the annual capital program appropriations included in the financial
plan models.

Financial plan models were developed based on the foregoing data, information, and
assumptions. The financial plans were then used to determine the annual rate revenue
requirements for each of the utilities. Results of the financial analyses are presented below.
In addition, while not presented in this report, the financial plan models were also used to
perform a variety of sensitivity analyses to evaluate, among other things, the potential
impact of deepening or continued water shortage conditions. Some of the analyses were
presented to the BPU Budget Subcommittee, and this use of the financial plan models to
evaluate various assumptions and conditions was instrumental in developing the 5-year
water and wastewater rate recommendations. In effect, having a longer planning period
for the financial plan models, and using the models to assess the potential impacts of
assumptions, conditions, and potential rate recommendations, has led to increased
confidence in the recommendations for rate adjustments for the next five years.
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WATER UTILITY FINANCIAL PLAN SUMMARY

Exhibit II-5 provides the details of the financial plan for the water utility. The financial
plan was used to develop estimates of annual water rate revenue requirements, to perform
sensitivity analyses related to certain assumptions, and to evaluate the implications of
various courses of action. Even with the reduced water demands associated with the
current water shortage conditions, the water utility appears to be in sound financial
condition. In addition, it appears that rather modest annual water rate adjustments should
be sufficient to cover the utilities costs and financial obligations throughout the planning
period.
Many conditions can and will change over the ten-year planning period, and it would
be imprudent to adopt a schedule of water rate adjustments for the entire ten-year period.
However, a five-year rate plan could be adopted with reasonable confidence. Adopting a
multi-year rate plan would enable Santa Rosa Water to reduce costs associated with rate
development and approval processes. It would also help ensure the financial stability of
the utility and rate confidence for customers.
Specific findings and recommendations pertaining to the water utility’s financial plan
are presented below, beginning with a description of the current situation.
•

Estimated FY 14-15 revenues nearly match estimated expenses illustrating the
relative financial stability of the water utility, even with significantly reduced water
sales resulting from water shortage conditions.

•

For FY 15-16, budgeted expenses exceed estimated revenues by about $3.4 million.
This was a purposeful decision based on the present available surplus. The budget
deficit is also primarily due to a one-time increase in capital program
appropriations, with the available surplus in the water Operating Fund more than
adequate to cover this difference.

•

As a result of State-mandated water use reductions, water demand is expected to
match or exceed water use reductions in FY 14-15. The financial plan assumes a
return to normal water supply conditions in FY 16-17 along with a modest rebound
in water demand.

•

Debt covenants require Santa Rosa Water to establish rates and charges sufficient to
make debt service payments and meet debt service coverage obligations. However,
long-term debt represents a relatively small portion of expenses for the water
utility. As such, there are no concerns regarding the utility’s ability to meet debt
repayment and debt service coverage obligations.

•

SCWA water purchase costs represent about one-third of the water rate revenue
requirement, and as such is the largest single cost of the water utility. Based on
information provided by SCWA staff, the financial plan incorporates 5 percent
annual increases in the rates for SCWA water purchases.

•

Existing procedures to automatically adjust water usage rates based on changes in
wholesale water costs have been effective in helping to maintain revenue in line
with costs and in limiting general rate increases. As described in the next section, a
5 percent increase in the wholesale rate for water will result in increases in the
water usage rates of about 2 percent.
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•

A general water rate increase is not needed at this time, and proposed water rate
structure changes (presented in Section III of this report) can be implemented in a
revenue neutral manner, which will help limit the potential bill impacts associated
with rate structure changes.

•

Under the proposed water rates, future general water rate increases would be
applied to fixed service charges (and not to water usage rates). Applying general
rate increases to service charges and the automatic pass-through adjustment for
wholesale water costs to water usage rates will help maintain the appropriate
balance between fixed and usage based rate revenue.

•

Under the proposed water rates service charges would be increased by 5 percent
each July for the next five year in order to meet estimated revenue needs during
this period. The combined effect of the proposed automatic adjustments to water
usage rates (based on changes in SCWA water costs) and the 5 percent increase in
service charges will result in total water rate revenues increasing by about 2.8
percent per year.

Exhibit II-6 graphically summarizes the water utility financial plan with annual
revenues, expenses, and year-end Operating Fund balances all shown. The exhibit reflects
the proposed water rate increases. Of particular interest in the financial planning process
are the total year-end reserves relative to the minimum target reserves. The difference is
the surplus reserves described previously. The financial planning process seeks to reduce
the surplus over the ten-year planning period. This, in effect, reduces the water rate
revenues that would otherwise be required.
The water utility financial plan model reflects assumptions and estimates that are
believed reasonable at the present time. However, conditions change. It is recommended
that Santa Rosa Water staff review its financial condition and recommend annual rate
adjustments as part of the annual budget process.
Proposed water rates, rate structure changes, and rate schedules for the next five years
are presented in the Section III of this report.
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WASTEWATER UTILITY FINANCIAL PLAN SUMMARY

Exhibit II-7 provides the details of the financial plan for the wastewater utility. The
financial plan was used to develop estimates of annual wastewater rate revenue
requirements, to perform sensitivity analyses related to certain assumptions, and to
evaluate the implications of various courses of action. Even with the reduced water
demands associated with the current water shortage conditions, the wastewater utility
appears to be in sound financial condition. In addition, it appears that modest annual
wastewater rate adjustments should be sufficient to cover the utilities costs and financial
obligations throughout the planning period.
Many conditions can and will change over the ten-year planning period, and it would
be imprudent to adopt a schedule of wastewater rate adjustments for the entire ten-year
period. However, a five-year rate plan could be adopted with reasonable confidence.
Adopting a multi-year rate plan would enable Santa Rosa Water to reduce costs associated
with rate development and approval processes. It would also help ensure the financial
stability of the utility and rate confidence for customers.
Specific findings and recommendations pertaining to the wastewater utility’s financial
plan are presented below, beginning with a description of the current situation.
•

Estimated FY 14-15 expenses exceed estimated revenues by about $2.3 million.
However, this appears largely due to atypical O&M project costs, rather than a
systematic mismatch between revenues and expenses. This atypical expense aside,
it appears there is relative financial stability in the wastewater utility, even with
significantly reduced wastewater revenue resulting from water shortage conditions.
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•

For FY 15-16 budgeted expenses nearly match estimated revenues further
indicating financial stability.

•

As a result of State-mandated water use reductions, water demand is expected to
match or exceed water use reductions in FY 14-15. The financial plan assumes a
return to normal water supply conditions in FY 16-17 along with a modest rebound
in water demand, as well as wastewater flows and wastewater revenue.

•

Subregional operation and maintenance costs for treatment and disposal are the
majority of wastewater utility operating costs, and are about twice collection
system operating costs.

•

Debt covenants require Santa Rosa Water to establish rates and charges sufficient to
make debt service payments and meet debt service coverage obligations. The City’s
portion of subregional debt is borne by the wastewater utility, and represents about
90 percent of total wastewater debt service costs.

•

The wastewater utility is able to meet debt repayment and debt service coverage
obligations with current rates and revenues. Proposed wastewater rate increases
will enable the wastewater utility to continue to meet these obligations through the
planning period, even with additional debt issues in 2017 and 2022, based on
information and assumptions reflected in the analysis.

•

A general wastewater rate increase is not needed at this time, and proposed
wastewater rate structure changes (presented in Section IV of this report) can be
implemented in a revenue neutral manner, which will help limit the potential bill
impacts associated with rate structure changes.

•

Wastewater rates and service charges should be increased by 3.0 percent at the
beginning of FY 16-17, FY 17-18, and FY 18-19, then by 2.5 percent in FY 19-20 and
FY 20-21 in order to meet estimated revenue needs for the next five years.

Exhibit II-8 graphically summarizes the wastewater utility financial plan with annual
revenues, expenses, and year-end Operating Fund balances all shown. The exhibit reflects
the proposed wastewater rate increases. Of particular interest in the financial planning
process are the total year-end reserves relative to the minimum target reserves. The
difference is the surplus reserves described previously. The financial planning process
seeks to reduce the surplus over the ten-year planning period. This, in effect, reduces the
wastewater rate revenues that would otherwise be required.
The wastewater utility financial plan model reflects assumptions and estimates that are
believed reasonable at the present time. However, conditions change. It is recommended
that Santa Rosa Water staff review its financial condition and recommend annual rate
adjustments as part of the annual budget process.
Proposed wastewater rates, rate structure changes, and rate schedules for the next five
years are presented in the Section IV of this report.
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SUBREGIONAL SYSTEM FINANCIAL PLAN SUMMARY

The City of Santa Rosa owns and operates the Santa Rosa Subregional System for the
benefit of the City and the surrounding communities of Rohnert Part, Cotati, Sebastopol,
and the South Park County Sanitation District. In addition to the water and wastewater
utilities, Santa Rosa Water is also responsible for operating and maintaining its own water
reuse system, which is operated as part of the water utility.
As part of the water and wastewater rate study, a financial plan model has also been
developed for the subregional system (for staff’s future use). Each member agency is
charged for its proportionate share of operating and maintenance costs, capital program
expenditures, and debt service obligations, in accordance with the Subregional Agreement.
The subregional system also derives additional revenues from energy rebates, recycled
water and compost sales, an annual stipend from Calpine, payments from the Town of
Windsor for use of the Geysers Pipeline, and for accepting various types of high strength
waste trucked in to the wastewater treatment plant from surrounding areas.
Estimates of future operating and maintenance costs, capital program appropriations,
and other costs were developed consistent with the assumptions used in the water and
wastewater financial plans. In addition, the subregional financial plan includes two new
debt issues. Santa Rosa Water staff anticipates that the subregional system may issue $35
million in new long-term debt in 2017 and another $22 million in 2022. Estimates of future
debt service payments have been structured around current debt service payments, which
minimize the near-term financial impact of new debt issuance. Annual debt service
payments on the new debt issues have been incorporated in the financial plan based on
information provided by the City’s financial advisors.
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Exhibit II-9 presents the 10-year financial plan for the subregional system. As the
owner/operator and primary user of the subregional system, about 73 percent of
subregional operation, maintenance, and capital program costs are allocated to the City’s
wastewater utility, as well as about 76 percent of subregional debt service costs. These
allocated costs are included in the costs and the financial plan for the wastewater utility, as
well as the wastewater rate calculations included in Section IV of this report.
Exhibit II-10 graphically summarizes the subregional system financial plan with
annual revenues, expenses, and year-end Operating Fund balances all shown. Decisions
related to the annual budget, reserve balances, and other financial matters are made in
close consultation with the subregional Technical Advisory Committee. As shown in
Exhibit II-10, minimal surplus reserves exist in the subregional system, which in effect shift
some of the financial risk associated with the subregional system to user agencies. This is
one of the reasons that the wastewater utility maintains $1 million in its Rate Stabilization
Reserve.
Because the subregional system operates under the terms of the Subregional
Agreement details of this operation and the allocation of costs to subregional partners are
not detailed in the water and wastewater rate study, or this report.
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SECTION III – WATER RATES

This section of the report provides the cost of service analysis and design of water rates
intended to meet the water utility’s service and financial obligations for FY 15-16 and
beyond. Proposed water rates are intended to meet the utility’s financial needs, satisfy
legal requirements, encourage water conservation, and achieve other rate-setting
objectives. The water rate analyses and related recommendations address each of the
following:
•

Identification of water rate-setting objectives

•

Evaluation of customer account and water usage data

•

A cost of service analysis used to allocate costs to each customer and customer class
in proportion with service demands

•

Design of a water rate structure to meet revenue needs, satisfy legal requirements,
and achieve rate-setting objectives in a fair and reasonable manner.

RATE SETTING OBJECTIVES

Rate-setting objectives were identified and discussed with Santa Rosa Water staff and
the BPU Budget Subcommittee. The objectives were used to help guide the rate-setting
process for both water and wastewater rates. In some respects, rate-setting objectives
individually can lead to rate decisions that conflict with one another (e.g., encourage water
conservation vs. provide stable revenues), and part of the task of designing water and
wastewater rates is to strike a balance between any conflicting objectives.
There are two rate setting objective that are primary and fundamental to the rate study.
They include (1) water and wastewater rates must generate sufficient revenue to meet the
utility’s service and financial obligations, and (2) water and wastewater rates must be
calculated consistent with the requirements of the California Constitution, Article XIIID
(Proposition 218) and relevant case law. Other rate-setting objectives are secondary and
can be addressed so long as the primary objectives are first achieved. Beyond the primary
objectives, other rate-setting objectives identified to help guide the rate design process
included the following:
•

Water and wastewater rates should encourage water conservation and efficient use
of resources

•

Water and wastewater rates should strike an appropriate balance between fixed
and usage-based charges, with consideration of
o Revenue stability
o Conservation incentive (including CUWCC Best Management Practice 1.4)
o Affordability for basic usage
o Customer bill impacts of rate structure changes

•

Water and wastewater rates should be simple, understandable, and easy to
administer

•

Water and wastewater rates should be viewed as fair and equitable by the public.
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CURRENT WATER RATES

Santa Rosa Water’s current water rates were last adjusted in July 2015 with automatic
adjustments to water usage rates to reflect increased costs associated with SCWA’s FY 1516 rates and charges. The current water rates are presented in Exhibit III-1. Current water
rates include a fixed service charge for all connections based on size of the water meter, a 4tier structure for single family residential customers, a 3-tier structure for irrigation
accounts, and uniform rates for multi-family, commercial, industrial, and institutional
customers.
The current 4-tier structure for single family customers was designed to encourage
water conservation as well as to help maintain the affordability of basic water service. The
water allocation for the first tier is based on each customer’s winter water use, or sewer
cap. The sewer cap is calculated as the average water use for complete billing periods from
November through March, when water is essentially used for domestic (indoor) purposes.
In addition to providing the basis for the allocation of water in the first tier, the sewer cap
is also used for wastewater billing. The second tier is intended to provide a reasonable
amount of water for irrigation purposes, and the third and fourth tiers are intended to
discourage excessive water use. Approximately 60 percent of single family water use
occurs within the first tier, 30 percent within the second tier, 9 percent within the third tier,
and 1 percent in the fourth tier. The weighted average of the water usage rates across the
four tiers is about equal to the uniform rate applicable to multi-family, commercial,
industrial, and institutional customers.
The current 3-tier structure for irrigation customers was designed to encourage water
conservation and efficient irrigation practices. The water allocation in the tiers is based on
a water budget determined for each connection, which incorporates the irrigated area,
plant types, and actual evapotranspiration rates. The first tier includes water usage up to
125 percent of the water budget (allowing for inherent inefficiency in irrigation systems),
the second tier covers water use above 125 percent and up to 200 percent of the water
budget, and the third tier applies to water use in excess of 200 percent of water budget. At
present, about 78 percent of irrigation water use occurs in the first tier, with the remainder
in the second and third tiers.
As small number of customers are now using recycled water for irrigation purposes.
Recycled water users are obligated to monitor water use, post signs, avoid runoff, and take
other special precautions. Because of these requirements, Santa Rosa Water’s recycled
water pricing policy includes slightly reduced water rates, effectively compensating the
customer for the extra burdens placed on them.
Under normal water demands, about 20 percent of water rate revenue is generated
from fixed service charges and about 80 percent from water usage charges. However, due
to reductions in water demand stemming from drought conditions, currently about 25
percent of current water rate revenue is from fixed service charges and about 75 percent
from water usage charges.
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The water conservation best management practice (BMP 1.4) promulgated by the
California Urban Water Conservation Council (CUWCC) indicates that at least 70 percent
of water rate revenue should come from water usage charges. Santa Rosa Water’s water
rates have long exceeded the best management practice.
CUSTOMER ACCOUNT DATA AND WATER USE ESTIMATES

Santa Rosa Water provides water service through about 51,500 water service
connections, including about 44,000 single family homes, about 1,500 duplex accounts,
about 1,600 multi-family accounts, about 2,800 non-residential service accounts, and about
1,600 irrigation accounts.
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Exhibit III-2 summarizes customer account and water usage data used in water rate
calculations for this report. Account information is based on the utility billing data from
FY 13-14, with adjustments for estimated water use in 2016.
Water rate calculations are based on a number of factors related to Santa Rosa Water’s
customer base. Factors include the number of customers, customer classes, meter size, and
water usage. Santa Rosa Water provides water service through 51,500 water service
connections (customer accounts). Single family customers comprise about 85 percent of
the customer accounts and about 57 percent of annual water usage. Duplex accounts make
up about 3 percent of the customer accounts and 3 percent of the annual water usage.
Multi-family customer accounts make up about 3 percent of the customer accounts and 15
percent of annual water usage. Non-residential customer accounts make up about 6
percent of the customers and 15 percent of annual water usage. Irrigation accounts make
up about 3 percent of the customer accounts and 11 percent of the water use.
While there are extremes on both the low and high ends, average monthly single family
water usage is normally about 7,000 gallons per month. Single family customers also
exhibit a wide variation in water usage throughout the year. Monthly winter water usage
for single family homes typically averages about 4,500 gallons per month. Monthly
summer usage varies dramatically depending on landscape irrigation and other factors,
and averages about 10,000 gallons per month.
Currently, duplex accounts are grouped with multi-family customers for water rate
and utility billing purposes. However, a review of water use characteristics indicates that
duplex accounts exhibit water use patterns that are more consistent with single family
homes than with multi-family accounts. For this reason, it is recommended that duplex
accounts be grouped with single family homes for water rate purposes.
Water usage for multi-family dwellings is generally less than for single family
residences (on a per dwelling unit basis) for a variety of reasons including fewer people
per household, limited landscape irrigation (or irrigation that is separately metered), and
less seasonal peaking. Non-residential and irrigation water usage can vary dramatically,
even within a single meter size.
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Service connections with different meter sizes can place different demands on the
water system. For example, much more water can be delivered through a 2” water meter
than through a 5/8” meter. To relate the potential demands on the water system from
customers with different size water meters, hydraulic capacity factors are used to
determine the number of equivalent meters represented by the total customer base with
variable meter sizes. Exhibit III-2 presents the hydraulic capacity factors (based on the
rated flow capacity of various meter sizes) used to determine the number of equivalent
meters. For purposes of rate analysis, a 5/8” meter is assigned a hydraulic capacity factor
of 1.0. The ratios of rated flow capacities of the various meter sizes to the capacity of a
5/8” meter are used to determine the capacity factors for other meter sizes. This capacity
relationship across meter sizes is used to allocate capacity-related fixed costs to various
customers; this is a common rate-setting practice used in the water industry.
WATER RATE CALCULATIONS

There are three steps to determining water rates. These are:


Determine annual water rate revenue requirements



Analyze the cost of providing service and proportionately allocate costs to each
customer class and customer



Design water rates to recover costs from each customer class and customer.

Water Rate Revenue Requirements
The water utility ten-year financial plan was used to identify the water rate revenue
required to meet financial obligations for each fiscal year of the planning period. As
presented in Section II of this report, a water rate increase is not needed in the current fiscal
year. As a result, the water rates presented herein are revenue neutral. While rate
structure changes are recommended, the proposed water rates are intended to generate the
same amount of revenue as the current water rates. Based on the current customer base
and estimated water use for 2016 (as shown in Exhibit III-2), the current water rates are
estimated to generate $39,528,000 annually. The proposed water rates, as presented in this
section, are also designed to generate $39,528,000 from this same customer base and water
usage. Even though the overall annual water rate revenue requirement is revenue neutral,
the cost of service analysis and recommended rate restructuring will mean that individual
customers may pay somewhat more or somewhat less under the new water rates, relative
to the current water rates.

Cost of Service Analysis
Once the annual water rate revenue requirement is determined using the financial plan
model, the next step in the rate-setting process is to evaluate the cost of providing service.
Water rate calculations contained herein are intended to generate water rate revenue equal
to the revenue requirement from Santa Rosa Water’s water service customers. The manner
in which each customer is responsible for the water utility’s costs is determined through
the cost of service analysis.
Santa Rosa Water incurs certain types of costs associated with making water service
available to customers. Other costs are incurred directly or partially as a result of customer
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water usage. A cost of service analysis is intended to allocate the costs of providing water
service to customers in proportion to the extent to which each customer contributes to the
utility’s incursion of costs. There are many approaches to cost of service analysis; some are
more complex than others. The approach used herein is commensurate with the available
data, the distinctions made between various types of customers, and requirements
contained in the California Constitution, Article XIIID (Proposition 218), relevant court
decisions, and other requirements. The primary provisions of Article XIIID that affect
water and wastewater rate calculations include:
•

Section 6(b)(1) – Revenues derived from the fee or charge shall not exceed the
funds required to provide the service.

•

Section 6(b)(3) – The amount of a fee or charge imposed upon any parcel or
person shall not exceed the proportional cost of the service attributable to the
parcel.

With regard to tiered water rates, in April 2015, the Fourth District Court of Appeal
decided the Capistrano Taxpayer Association v. City of San Juan Capistrano case (SJC decision)
that public agencies have authority to design tiered water rate structures, but that the tiers
must be based on calculating the cost of providing water at various levels of usage. The
SJC decision is one of a number of court cases addressing water and wastewater rates since
voters approved Proposition 218 in 1996.
The cost allocation methodology used herein begins by assigning all costs to one of
three categories. The cost allocation process is performed with data available in Santa Rosa
Water’s detailed budget and related financial documents. The three categories include:
•

Customer costs, such as meter reading and billing, are fixed costs that tend to
vary as a function of the number of customers being served. Customer costs are
allocated to customers based on the number of accounts. That is, every
customer will pay an equal share of customer-related costs.

•

Capacity costs are also fixed costs; however, these tend to vary in relation to the
capacity of the water system and the ability to serve the demands of active
customers. Customers that place greater or lesser burdens on the capacity of
the water system should bear greater or lesser shares of these costs. The sizing
of the water system is based on the potential demand that each customer could
place on the water system. Capacity costs are allocated to customers based on
the hydraulic capacity of the water meter. The hydraulic capacity reflects the
potential demand that a customer could place on the water system at any given
time, and is a general indicator of total system demands. A customer with a
large meter size will be assigned a larger share of fixed capacity-related costs
than one with a smaller meter. Capacity costs include costs associated with the
water system’s capacity including contributions to the capital program, debt
service, maintenance, and certain fixed operating costs.

•

Commodity costs are variable costs that vary entirely or substantially in
response to the amount of actual water use, or are reasonably allocated on the
basis of water use. Water treatment costs and energy costs are two typical
examples. However, in an effort to encourage water conservation, some fixed
costs are frequently included in commodity components such that a larger
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portion of cost is recovered on the basis of usage. Even though some
commodity costs are fixed, rather than variable, it is reasonable to allocate these
costs to customers on the basis of usage, rather than the capacity relationship
expressed by meter size and hydraulic capacity. A significant portion of the
water utility’s fixed costs is currently recovered through water usage charges.
Proposed water rates continue this practice to a similar degree.
Exhibit III-3 summarizes how the water rate revenue requirement of $39,528,000 is
comprised of various functional categories of operating and maintenance costs, debt
service obligations, and the capital program appropriations with offsetting revenues and
the application of available reserves. It also illustrates how the functional cost categories
that make up the revenue requirement are each assigned to one or more of the three cost
components, previously described.
The costs within each of the functional categories were derived from the detailed
budget for FY 15-16, as prepared by staff, and the financial plan. Once functional cost
categories are allocated to the components the total for each component is divided by the
number of units to arrive at a total unit costs for each component. The units of demand
include the number of customer accounts (service connections), number of 5/8” equivalent
meters, and annual water sales for the customer, capacity, and commodity components,
respectively.
The cost allocation process involved considering different variations of the allocation of
costs between customer, capacity, and commodity components. In all cases, costs were
proportionately allocated to each customer class based on customer account, meter size,
and water usage. However, consideration was also given to other rate setting objectives
including revenue stability, encouraging water conservation, and bill impacts of potential
rate structure changes. The goal was to find an appropriate allocation that satisfied not
only cost of service (proportionality) requirements, but also the other rate-setting
objectives.
In the end, an allocation that resulted in 2.9 percent of costs assigned to the customer
component, 19.6 percent to the capacity component, and 77.5 percent to the commodity
component was selected, and presented to the BPU Budget Subcommittee. One of the
deciding factors that led to this allocation was a sensitivity analysis of bill impacts that
would be created by the resulting water rates. While not a primary rate-setting objective,
after other rate-setting objectives had been addressed, the potential impacts to customer
water bills of the changes in the water rate structure became a consideration, and the
resulting allocation of costs served to help mitigate some of these impacts.
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Unit costs presented in Exhibit III-3 are then used to distribute the costs of providing
service to each customer class, as presented in Exhibit III-4. Customer classes include
single family and duplex accounts, multi-family, commercial, industrial, and institutional
accounts, and dedicated irrigation accounts. For each customer class, unit costs for each
cost component are multiplied by the units of demand. The resulting allocation of the total
water rate revenue requirement to each customer class is shown on the right side of Exhibit
III-4. This indicates that 61.8 percent of costs are allocated to single family and duplex
customers, 27.7 percent to multi-family, commercial, industrial, and institutional
customers, and 10.5 percent to irrigation accounts. The allocation of costs to the customer,
capacity, and commodity components is shown to be 2.9 percent, 19.6 percent, and 77.5
percent, respectively at the bottom of Exhibit III-4.
The water conservation best management practice for retail water rates (BMP 1.4), as
promulgated by the CUWCC, specifies that at least 70 percent of water rate revenue be
generated through usage charges. The allocation of costs ensures that Santa Rosa Water’s
water rates will continue to exceed this requirement.

Water Rate Design
The third step in the rate setting process is the design of water rates to recover costs
from each customer class and generate the revenue needed for the utility. Exhibit III-5
summarizes the basic elements of the water rate structure for each customer class. Costs
that were distributed to each customer class under each rate component are then divided
by the units of demand within each class to arrive at basic rate components.
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In general, proposed water rates follow the same basic structure as the current water
rates, even though the specific rate amounts have been updated to reflect the current cost
of service analysis. Water rates include fixed service charges based on the size of the water
meter, and water usage rates applicable to each customer class.
Service Charges
Exhibit III-6 presents the calculation of monthly service charges for the proposed water
rates. Service charges are intended to recover the customer and capacity costs identified
through the cost of service analysis. Service charges apply to all customer water bills,
regardless of the amount of water actually used. Customers that use no water during a
billing period should still be required to pay the service charge, as service is immediately
available to them. In calculating service charges customer costs are allocated equally to all
customers and capacity costs are allocated based on meter size in relation to the hydraulic
capacity associated with the various meter sizes.
The proposed service charge for a 5/8” meter (typical for single family homes) is
$10.78. Service charges for other meter sizes vary from $24.18 to $448.46, depending on
meter sizes ranging from 1” to 6”. Service charges for 5/8” water meters, as well as those
for meters 3” and larger will all decrease, while service charges for meters from 1” to 2”
will increase commensurate with the cost of service analysis and the capacity relationship
across meter sizes. All proposed service charges properly reflect the capacity relationship
across meter sizes, as well as the revenue needs of the utility. The changes to the service
charges across the range of meter sizes objectively reflect a consistent proportioning of the
cost of providing service to customers of varying meter sizes.
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A service charge for ¾” water meters is added to the water rate schedule. On occasion,
Santa Rosa Water will allow customers to upsize from a 5/8” meter to a ¾” meter to meet a
Fire Code requirement during a remodel (both meter sizes fit within the same meter box).
In these instances, where the upsize is required only for the Fire Code requirement
charging the same service charge is reasonable and appropriate.
Water Usage Rates
Current water rates include a 4-tier rate structure for single family customers, a 3-tier
structure for dedicated irrigation accounts, and a uniform usage rate for multi-family,
commercial, industrial, and institutional customers. Under the proposed water rates a
uniform water rate would be $5.59 per 1,000 gallons (tg), as shown near the bottom of
Exhibit III-5. This uniform rate could be applied to all water use by all customer classes.
This uniform rate is comprised of $2.43 per tg for water supplies, $0.27 per tg for water
conservation programs and activities, and $2.89 per tg for other general commodity costs
allocated to water usage.
Even though current water rates were developed based on cost of service requirements,
the recent SJC decision effectively created new requirements for tiered rate structures and
Santa Rosa Water staff determined that it would be prudent to modify its tiered water rate
structures.
Santa Rosa Water obtains its water supplies from three different sources, including
water purchased from SCWA, groundwater produced from local wells, and recycled water
purchased from the subregional system. The cost to purchase or produce an acre-foot (AF)
of water from each of these sources is about $761 per AF for SCWA water, about $100 per
AF for groundwater, and about $254 per AF for recycled water. At present SCWA water
makes up about 95 percent of total water supply, groundwater about 4.5 percent, and
recycled water about 0.5 percent. The court, in the SJC decision, discussed using the costs
of various sources of water to justify different tiered water rates. In addition, the court also
identified the cost of water conservation programs as a cost that could be used in
developing tiered water rates.
Because of the broad diversity of water use and water using characteristics exhibited by
multi-family, commercial, industrial, and institutional customers, it continues to be
appropriate to use a uniform water rate for these customer classes. However, both single
family customers (including duplex accounts) and dedicated irrigation accounts (with
defined water budgets) have relatively predictable and homogeneous water usage
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patterns, and tier rates that appropriately reflect costs for each level of usage can satisfy not
only cost of service (and proportionality) requirements, but also source of water supply
and water conservation objectives as well.
Exhibit III-7 shows the calculation of proposed 2-tier water rates for single family and
duplex customer accounts, as well as for dedicated irrigation accounts. These 2-tier
structures are justified as follows:
•

The first tier water allocation for single family and duplex accounts is based on the
sewer cap for each account, and represents water for indoor purposes (necessary
for health and safety). Water use above the sewer cap is generally for irrigation and
more discretionary.

•

The first tier water allocation for dedicated irrigation accounts is based on 125
percent of the water budget for each account, and represents efficient irrigation
water use (no irrigation system is 100 percent efficient). Water use above 125
percent of the water budget exceeds the need for the landscape.

•

Water supplied for the first tier of usage includes the mix of water supplies with
their various costs, resulting in a blended water supply cost3.

•

Water supplied for the second tier includes only SCWA water costs (highest cost
supply) as well as water conservation program costs. Water conservation costs
have been assigned only to usage in the second tier, because usage in the first tier
generally reflects reasonable water use4.

•

Commodity costs not related to water supply or water conservation costs are
equally allocated across all water usage.
*

*

*

*

*

The proposed service charges, uniform water rate, and 2-tier water rate structures
reflect a reasonable allocation of costs on a proportionate basis to each water user, as
required by Section 6(b)(3) of Article XIIID of the California Constitution, as well as the
overall limit that rates not exceed the cost of service required by Section 6(b)(1). The
proposed water rate structure also assists Santa Rosa Water in achieving other rate setting
objectives, as previously described.

Because the sewer cap and the water budget are derived separately the water supply mix in the first tier
differs slightly for single family and duplex accounts than it does for irrigation accounts. As a result, the water
supply costs and hence the water usage tier rates for each customer class is somewhat different.

3

Water conservation program costs are assigned equally to each customer class at $0.27 per tg for all water
usage. However, the allocated costs are recovered only from second tier usage for single family and duplex
accounts and for irrigation accounts. Because the percentage of usage in the second tier differs between these
two customer classes, the second tier water conservation cost differs as well.

4
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PROPOSED WATER RATE SCHEDULE

Exhibit III-8 summarizes the proposed water rate schedule for water rates to be
effective in January 2016. The proposed water rates are revenue neutral overall, relative to
current water rates. The proposed water rates reflect the cost of providing water service to
customers. In particular, the proposed water rates reflect a proportionate distribution of
costs to all customers and customer classes, and reflect the cost of providing service.
As described in Section II of this report, it is recommended that the water usage rates
be adjusted annually, at the beginning of each fiscal year, based on changes in the cost of
wholesale water purchases. In addition, service charges should be increased by 5 percent
at the beginning of each fiscal year. Both of the changes will help ensure that the water
utility will continue to receive adequate revenue to meet service and financial obligations.
Automatic adjustments to water usage rates to reflect changes in wholesale water supply
costs are presented below.
Information on the impact of proposed water rates on customer utility bills is included
near the end of Section I of this report.
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AUTOMATIC ADJUSTMENTS TO WATER USAGE RATES FOR CHANGES IN SCWA COSTS

Government Code Section 53756 authorizes public agencies to adopt procedures for
automatically adjusting water and wastewater rates to counter the effects of inflation
and/or changes in wholesale water supply costs. Santa Rosa Water has used this
procedure to adjust water usage rates each year since 2009, including in July 2015. Because
of proposed changes in water usage rates, it is recommended that Santa Rosa Water adopt
new procedures for adjusting water usage rates for the changes in wholesale water costs.
Procedures can be adopted for a five-year period, and would be available from 2016
through 2020.
Exhibit III-9 includes a worksheet to be used to calculate the automatic rate
adjustments for changes in SCWA water charges on an annual basis. The worksheet shows
the calculation for a hypothetical 5 percent increase in SCWA rates and charges for FY 1617 (applied to the proposed water rates for January 2016). The same worksheet and
embedded calculations would be used for actual annual rate adjustments. The worksheet
reflects the mix of water supplies and the proportion of water coming from SCWA. Only
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the water usage rates are affected by the adjustment for wholesale water costs. Service
charges would be unaffected by the automatic rate adjustments. The bottom portion of
Exhibit III-9 shows how the automatic adjustments to the water usage rates would affect
the typical single family residential water bill. Because SCWA water supply costs
represent only a portion of the total cost of providing water service, the adjustment for
changes in wholesale water costs is largely diluted in the total water bill. As the single
family bill comparison at the bottom if Exhibit III-9 indicates, a 5 percent increase in the
rate for SCWA water would result in a 1.7 percent increase in a typical single family water
bill.
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LOW INCOME ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

Under California Constitution Article XIIID (Proposition 218), passed by voters in 1996,
the water and wastewater rates from one customer class cannot be used to subsidize
another customer class. For this reason, Santa Rosa Water’s ability to offer a low-income
assistance program is significantly restricted. Staff and City officials have wrestled with
the issue for a number of years, and have identified several creative ways the City would
be able to assist those with financial hardship.
In 2003, the BPU recommended, and the City Council approved, the “Change for Kids”
donation program whereby customers could have their utility bills rounded up to the
nearest dollar, or add a specified amount per bill, to voluntarily fund to fund free or lowfee afterschool recreation programs for children of families with limited income. That
program currently generates about $25,000 and assists about 400 children annually.
The BPU and City Council are interested in assisting utility customers with limited
income with their utility bills by providing payment assistance and improving water use
efficiency. On August 20, 2015, the BPU passed a resolution recommending expansion of
the water bill donation program (now called “Santa Rosa Cares”) to include Change for
Kids, Youth Scholarship Fund, and H2O (Help to Others). The Youth Scholarship Fund
has provided free swim lessons to about 350 children from families with limited income
annually. H2O would be a new program to provide utility bill payment assistance to
individuals and families with limited income. City and Santa Rosa Water staff plan to
revise the marketing of these donation programs in an effort to increase program
participation and to generate additional funds for these programs.
According to estimates developed by staff, PG&E’s low-income (CARE) program has
about 16,500 participants in Santa Rosa. Qualifying criteria for the CARE program is based
on the number of people in the household and household income below twice the poverty
level. This is a relatively high number of households that may benefit from assistance, and
would strain the City’s ability to provide assistance. Using more restrictive qualifying
criteria, such as the US Dept. of Housing and Urban Development’s (HUD) definition of
extremely low income households, might make it possible to provide more assistance, but
to fewer participants. Staff estimates that about 4,000 households in Santa Rosa fall within
HUD’s extremely low income definition.
Santa Rosa Water staff also identified revenue from cell tower leases as a potential
source of funds for low-income assistance programs. At present, the City’s cell tower
leases generate about $270,000 annually. If this sum of money was provided to low income
customers in the form of a discount on utility bills it would equate to about $1.36 per
month (about 1 percent of a typical monthly water and wastewater bill) if available to
16,500 low income households, or about $5.63 per month (about 4 percent of the typical
bill) if available to 4,000 extremely low income households.
Santa Rosa Water’s water and wastewater rates have been designed, in part, to
encourage water conservation and maintain the affordability of basic service for health and
safety reasons. This is accomplished by limiting fixed service charges and recovering costs
more through usage charges (within the limits of cost of service proportionality
requirements and financial stability concerns). Under the proposed water and wastewater
usage charges for basic service each 1,000 gallons of water consumed costs customers $5.25
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for water (first tier) and $13.08 for wastewater service, for a total of $18.33 per 1,000
gallons. Because of this structure, a better way to assist low-income customers may be to
assist them in reducing their water usage (particularly indoor usage which also affects
wastewater costs).
The City has long offered a broad variety of water conservation assistance and
information programs, including rebates, water audits, water saving kits, and more. While
these programs and services have been available to low income customers, as with all other
customers, perhaps it would be beneficial to specifically market these programs to lowincome customers to help reduce their utility bills.
Santa Rosa Water staff has identified the costs and water savings benefits of residential
indoor retrofits. While replacing toilets can be expensive, simply installing low water
using showerheads and faucet aerators has been estimated to save up to 1,800 gallons per
month. The estimated cost to install these devices in a home, including labor, has been
estimated to be about $106, if installed in a systematic way under a comprehensive
program.
At $106 per residential dwelling, cell tower lease revenue could be sufficient to retrofit
up to 2,500 homes per year. Even if water savings is only 1,000 gallons per month, each
customer could benefit by $18.33 per month, or about $220 per year. This is a more
significant benefit than likely could be achieved through a direct discount program.
Beyond voluntary donations encouraged and supported by the Santa Rosa Cares
program, the above analysis is provided to illustrate that perhaps an additional way to
assist low-income customers is by helping them to reduce indoor water usage. There are
certainly other ways to assist in saving water, but developing a systematic program to help
reduce indoor water use for low income households would not only assist low income
customers in a meaningful way, but would also further Santa Rosa Water’s conservation
objectives.
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SECTION IV – WASTEWATER RATES

This section of the report provides the cost of service analysis and design of wastewater
rates intended to meet the wastewater utility’s service and financial obligations for FY 1516 and beyond. Proposed wastewater rates are intended to meet the utility’s financial
needs, satisfy legal requirements, encourage water conservation, and achieve other ratesetting objectives. Rate setting objectives in the last section on water rates were also
considered in the development of wastewater rates. The wastewater rate analyses and
related recommendations address each of the following:
•

Evaluation of customer account, estimated wastewater flow, and wastewater
loading data

•

A cost of service analysis used to allocate costs to each customer and customer class
in proportion with service demands, including flow and loading characteristics

•

Design of a wastewater rate structure to meet revenue needs, satisfy legal
requirements, and achieve rate-setting objectives in a fair and reasonable manner.

CURRENT WATEWATER RATES

Santa Rosa Water’s current wastewater rates were last adjusted in January 2015 with an
overall 3.5 percent adjustment to reflect increased costs associated with providing
wastewater service. The current wastewater rates are presented in Exhibit IV-1. Current
wastewater rates include a service charge for each connection and wastewater usage rates
applied to estimates of wastewater flow generated by each customer. All single family
residential customers pay the same service charge of $21.60 per billing period, and other
customers pay a service charge based on size of the water meter. Residential customers
(single family and multi-family) and nearly 90 businesses pay the same wastewater usage
rate. However, the utility also has nearly 20 other special categories of user with rates that
vary based on the wastewater loading characteristics of wastewater generated by different
types of business. Most of these special categories have only a few accounts within them.
For residential customers, wastewater flow is estimated with the sewer cap. The sewer
cap is calculated annually for each residential account as the average water use for billing
cycles that fall within the period from November through March. The wastewater usage
charge is based on the lesser of the sewer cap or actual water use during the billing period.
Non-residential accounts with a dedicated meter for irrigation are billed for wastewater
usage based on actual water usage. In general irrigation is separately metered and is not
included in wastewater billing. Non-residential customers without a separate irrigation
meter are charged for wastewater usage based on a sewer cap, similar to residential
accounts.
Under normal conditions, about 20 percent of wastewater rate revenue is generated
from fixed service charges and about 80 percent from wastewater usage charges.
However, due to reductions in water demand stemming from drought conditions,
currently about 24 percent of current wastewater rate revenue is from fixed service charges
and about 76 percent from usage charges.
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CUSTOMER ACCOUNT DATA AND WASTEWATER FLOW AND LOADING ESTIMATES

Wastewater rate calculations are based on a number of factors related to Santa Rosa
Water’s wastewater service customers. Factors include the number of customers, customer
classes, water usage and wastewater flows, and strength characteristics of wastewater as
determined by biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS), and
nitrogen as measured by total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN). Exhibit IV-2 summarizes
customer account and water usage data obtained from the utility billing system for FY 1314, as well as estimates of resulting wastewater flow and loading characteristics.
Residential wastewater flows are estimated based on winter water usage and the sewer
cap, as previously described. On average, the single family sewer cap is normally about
4,500 gallons per month. However, due to current drought conditions and reduced water
usage the current average sewer cap is about 4,000 gallons per month. Non-residential
wastewater flows are based on actual monthly water usage, as irrigation is generally
separately metered and it is reasonable to assume that non-irrigation water demand ends
up as wastewater.
In an effort to simplify the wastewater rate structure, it is recommended that the
approximately 15 special wastewater categories be consolidated into four general strength
categories: low strength, standard strength, medium strength, and high strength. With the
exception of a small number of special high strength industries and businesses, all nonresidential customer accounts have been assigned into one of these four categories. Most
of the existing 15 special categories have just a few (or none at all) accounts, and the
classifications create a false sense of precision, as well as distinctions without real
differences. By using four general categories to represent wastewater strength differences
the rate structure will be easier to administer and fair for all customers. Exhibit IV-3
provides a list of the types of businesses that would be classified into each of the
recommended general categories, as well as the range of strength concentrations for each
category. About 89 percent of the non-residential accounts are classified into the standard
strength category.
Wastewater rate analyses, and the establishment of the four strength categories,
consider the strength (loading) characteristics of wastewater entering treatment facilities.
Strength factors for BOD, TSS, and TKN are considered, as these factors play a role in the
treatment operations. Santa Rosa Water staff provided strength data from a primarily
residential portion of the collection system, and that information is used to establish
residential strength factors. It is also used to define the standard non-residential strength
category. Residential, as well as low, standard, medium, and high strength non-residential
wastewater usage rates have been calculated with the strength factors below:
•

Residential strength 270 mg/l for BOD

225 mg/l for TSS

55 mg/l for TKN

•

Low strength

20 mg/l for BOD

20 mg/l for TSS

10 mg/l for TKN

•

Standard strength

270 mg/l for BOD

225 mg/l for TSS

55 mg/l for TKN

•

Medium strength

400 mg/l for BOD

400 mg/l for TSS

75 mg/l for TKN

•

High strength

800 mg/l for BOD

800 mg/l for TSS

100 mg/l for TKN
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There are also a number of customers that are subject to specially calculated highstrength surcharges due to their unique or heavy loading characteristics and/or high flow
volumes. These surcharge accounts are rolled together in the rate model for continuity
purposes. The calculation of high strength surcharges5 and customer-specific rate
calculations are addressed later in this section.
Loading characteristics for each general strength category, and the assignment of
different business types to each category are generally based on guidelines published by
the California State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and other sources of
information. The strength factors used were adjusted in an effort to better match estimated
aggregate wastewater flow and strength data with actual treatment plant inflow and
loading characteristics. This results in a better match to estimated loading into the
wastewater treatment plant with actual sampling done of wastewater influent, and thereby
improves the cost of service analysis.
To avoid confusion between the current high strength surcharges and the proposed high strength
wastewater customer category, it is recommended that the high strength surcharges be referred to as additional
surcharges. This change in terminology is used in this report.

5
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WASTEWATER RATE CALCULATIONS

There are three steps to determining wastewater rates. These are:
•

Determine annual wastewater rate revenue requirements

•

Analyze the cost of providing service to each customer class

•

Design wastewater rates to recover costs from each customer class.

Wastewater Rate Revenue Requirements
The wastewater utility ten-year financial plan was used to identify the wastewater rate
revenue required to meet financial obligations for each fiscal year of the planning period.
As presented in Section II of this report, a wastewater rate increase is not needed in the
current fiscal year. As a result, the wastewater rates presented herein are revenue neutral.
While rate structure changes are recommended, the proposed wastewater rates are
intended to generate the same amount of revenue as the current wastewater rates. Based
on the current customer base and estimated wastewater flows for 2016 (as shown in Exhibit
IV-2), the current wastewater rates are estimated to generate $65,430,000 annually. The
proposed wastewater rates, as presented in this section, are also designed to generate
$65,430,000 from this same customer base and wastewater generated. Even though the
overall annual wastewater rate revenue requirement is revenue neutral, the cost of service
analysis and recommended rate restructuring will mean that individual customers may
pay somewhat more or somewhat less under the new wastewater rates, relative to the
current wastewater rates.

Cost of Service Analysis
Once the annual wastewater rate revenue requirement has been determined, the next
step in the rate setting process is to evaluate the cost of providing service. Wastewater rate
calculations contained herein are intended to generate the level of revenue commensurate
with the revenue requirement from wastewater service customers. The manner in which
each customer is responsible for the wastewater utility’s costs is the subject of the cost of
service analysis.
To develop equitable wastewater rates, the revenue requirement is allocated to various
customer classifications according to the services provided and the demands placed on the
wastewater system. Santa Rosa Water has historically allocated a majority of wastewater
costs on the basis of water usage (wastewater flows), BOD, TSS, and TKN. Wastewater
rates also include fixed service charges as part of the rate calculation.
The cost of service analysis for wastewater differs from water in another important
way. Treatment costs are separated from collection system costs. Collection system costs
are allocated entirely on the basis of flow, whereas treatment costs are allocated on the
basis of flow, BOD, TSS, and TKN.
Santa Rosa Water’s financial accounting structure allows for a clear segregation of costs
between operations and maintenance, debt service and capital project costs, as well as
between collection system and treatment/disposal costs.
However, the financial
accounting structure does not lend itself to a simple segregation of costs into specific
treatment components. As a result, professional judgment, standard industry practices,
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and sensitivity analyses were employed to help develop appropriate cost allocations. For
the proposed rate analysis, 25 percent of the revenue requirement is assigned to fixed
service charges, with the remaining 75 percent to usage charges. This 75 percent is further
allocated between estimated collection system costs (flow allocation only), and
treatment/disposal costs (allocation based on flow and loading factors). Fifteen percent of
costs were allocated to the variable collection component and 60 percent to variable
treatment component. Treatment costs were further allocated between flow, BOD, TSS,
and TKN.
Exhibit IV-4 summarizes how the annual wastewater rate revenue requirement was
allocated to fixed charges, as well as variable components for flow, BOD, TSS, and TKN
components. Once total costs are allocated, unit costs were determined by dividing the
total cost for each component by the number of units identified in Exhibit IV-2. These units
include number of customer accounts, number of equivalent single family dwellings
(ESFDs), millions of gallons for wastewater flow volume, and pounds of BOD, TSS, and
TKN in the wastewater influent.
Unit costs are applied to the annual wastewater flows, as well as BOD, TSS, and TKN
loadings associated with each customer class to arrive at the allocation of total costs to each
customer class. Exhibit IV-5 presents the allocation of costs to each user class.
The unit costs determined in Exhibit IV-4 are also used for high strength surcharges,
which are applied to commercial and industrial customers that generate high wastewater
flow volumes, high loads, and/or widely varying loads on the treatment system.
Recommendations for high strength surcharges are described later in this section.
Exhibit IV-6 presents the wastewater service charges and usage rates for each customer
class. Single family customers continue to be subject to a fixed service charge for each
dwelling unit and a wastewater usage rate based on the lesser of the sewer cap or actual
water use for each customer each billing period. Each duplex account will pay the same
service charge as single family homes. Multi-family accounts will be subject to a service
charge based on meter size plus a wastewater usage charge based on the lesser of the
sewer cap or actual water use. Non-residential (low, standard, medium, and high
strength) customers with dedicated irrigation meters are subject to wastewater usage rates
applied to actual water usage. The wastewater usage charges for non-residential accounts
with irrigation usage not separately metered will be billed based on the sewer cap, similar
to residential accounts. All non-residential accounts will also pay a service charges based
on the size of the water meter.

Wastewater Rate Design
As described previously, Santa Rosa Water has maintained wastewater rates based on
water usage. This results in volumetric rates applicable to water usage for non-residential
customers. Rates vary for low, standard, medium, and high strength customers
commensurate with the treatment requirements of wastewater of various strengths.
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Fixed Service Charges
Proposed wastewater rates include a fixed service charge and a usage charge each
billing period. Single family homes and duplex accounts will each pay a fixed service
charge of $22.74 per month, which is $1.14 per month more than the current service charge.
This service charge is the same regardless of meter size since larger meters for single family
homes and duplexes are generally tied to irrigation demands or Fire Code requirements
and not wastewater requirements. Multi-family accounts will pay a fixed service charges
based on the size of the water meter. Non-residential service charges are also based on the
size of the water meter. The meter size reflects the potential load each customer can place
on the system, similar to water rates. There may be limited instances where the size of
multi-family or non-residential water meters are size based on water demand or Fire Code
requirements, and not related to needed capacity in the wastewater system, in which case
the Director of Santa Rosa Water should be authorized to determine the most appropriate
manner of billing customers for utility services, when unique circumstances suggest that
such consideration is appropriate.
Some of the proposed wastewater service charges are increasing, while others are
decreasing, but they all reflect an appropriate apportionment of costs across meter sizes
based on capacity.
Residential Wastewater Usage Charges
The proposed wastewater usage charge for residential customers is $13.08 per 1,000
gallons of wastewater, or $0.16 per 1,000 gallons less than the current wastewater rate.
Residential wastewater usage is determined based on the lesser of the sewer cap or actual
water usage during the billing period. The sewer cap is calculated annually for each
customer and is the average of water use from each complete billing period within the
period November through March.
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Non-Residential Wastewater Usage Charges
As described previously, and summarized in Exhibit IV-3, it is recommended that
Santa Rosa Water simplify the current 15 separate special categories of non-residential
customers into four categories – low, standard, medium, and high strength. About 89
percent of the customer accounts will fall in the standard category, with small percentages
in the low, medium, and high strength category. The wastewater usage rates for each
strength category are proposed to be $10.87 per 1,000 gallons for low strength, $13.08 per
1,000 gallons for standard strength, $14.50 per 1,000 gallons for medium strength, and
$17.91 per 1,000 gallons for high strength. Wastewater usage rates will continue to apply
to actual water usage.
Additional Surcharges for Extraordinary Loads and Other Special Situations
Santa Rosa Water imposes additional strength surcharges on certain commercial and
industrial customers that generate high wastewater volumes, place high pollutant loads on
the treatment system, and/or place widely varying loads on the treatment system.
Examples of users subject to additional surcharges may include, but are not limited to,
food processors, industrial laundries, wineries, and breweries. The additional surcharges
are intended to reflect the additional cost of treating wastewater above the typical or
standard strength. The sample additional surcharge calculations presented herein are
applicable to customers of Santa Rosa Water’s wastewater utility.
The cost of service rate model described in the preceding pages resulted in unit costs
for the volumetric portion of wastewater collection and treatment in terms of pounds of
BOD, TSS, and TKN treated. These volumetric unit costs for collection and treatment are
building blocks for the wastewater usage rates.
Flow volume

$10.61 per 1,000 gallons

BOD

$0.44 per pound

TSS

$0.51 per pound

TKN

$1.12 per pound

Additional surcharges are based on laboratory analysis, conducted by Santa Rosa
Water from time to time, of the discharge to the sewer collection system by the affected
customer. Monthly surcharges are developed for each commercial and industrial
connection to the sewer system whose wastewater is sampled and analyzed, based on the
flow from the premises, the laboratory analysis, and the applicable unit costs. Each
customer subject to the additional surcharges would also pay the general wastewater rates,
including a service charge based on meter size and the standard strength wastewater usage
rate. Through the general rates they pay the general costs of service for standard strength
waste. The surcharges reflect the additional costs associated with treating extraordinary
(above standard) loads associated with wastewater from these monitored users.
The calculation of an additional surcharge, using the calculated unit treatment costs, is
illustrated below. The surcharge is calculated for wastewater strength that exceeds the
concentrations used to calculate the standard wastewater usage rate, which are 270 mg/l
for BODStd, 225 mg/l for TSSStd, and 55 mg/l for TKNStd.
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Sample Additional Strength Surcharge Calculation
Measured monthly flow = 100,000 gallons
=
Measured BOD = BODM
= 1200 mg/l
Measured TSS
= TSSM
= 800 mg/l
Measured TKN = TKNM
= 50 mg/l

0.100 MG

Additional Strength Surcharge = [ ( BODM - BODStd ) x $0.44 + ( TSSM - TSSStd ) x
$0.51 + ( TKNM - TKNStd ) x $1.12 ] x 8.34 x Flow
= [ ( 1,200 – 270 ) x $0.44 + ( 800 – 225 ) x $0.51 + 0
x $1.12 ] x 8.34 x 0.100 MG
= $586.95
In this example, the measured TKN is below the standard threshold, so the
surcharge does not include costs related to this constituent. Also, the factor from
converting mg/l to lbs/MG is 8.34.
Santa Rose Water previously developed two pre-calculated additional surcharges
applicable to wineries. Based on a review of water use by wineries, as well as sampled
wastewater loads from wineries, it is recommended that the procedures for determining
wastewater bills for wineries be changed. At present, there are 15 wineries receiving
wastewater service from Santa Rosa Water. Nine of these wineries use less than 80,000
gallons of water per year, and therefore generate relatively small volumes of wastewater.
The six other wineries use much more water, up to 1.35 MG annually, and therefore
generate significant wastewater volumes. It is recommended that wineries with annual
water use less than 80,000 gallons per year be classified as high strength customers for
billing through the customer information system (CIS billing) and billed like other high
strength non-residential accounts, and not subject to the additional surcharges.
Because of significant volumes of wastewater generated by large wineries, it is
appropriate to consider them for additional surcharges. In addition, sampling data suggest
that loading characteristics vary significantly, both throughout the year and between
wineries6. Rather than having pre-calculated winery wastewater usage rates, the large
wineries should be included in periodic sampling and laboratory analyses to develop
either additional monthly surcharges (following the method described above) or customerspecific wastewater usage rates for each large winery.
An example of the calculation for developing a customer-specific wastewater usage
rate for a large winery is illustrated below. The calculation relies on the unit costs
identified previously. The customized wastewater usage rate, calculated as described
below, would be used in place of the high strength usage rate applicable to small wineries.
A fixed service charge would also be included in wastewater billing for wineries.

Higher usage and loadings both tend to occur in the fall months during crush and production periods.
Wastewater loads vary between wineries because their operations, including handling of waste, vary widely.

6
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Sample Winery-Specific Wastewater Rate Calculation
Measured BOD
Measured TSS
Measured TKN

=
=
=

BODM
TSSM
TKNM

=
=
=

4500 mg/l
600 mg/l
20 mg/l

Wastewater Usage Rate = $10.61 + [ BODM x $0.44 + TSSM x $0.51 + TKNM x $1.12 ]
x 8.34 / 1,000
= $10.61 + [ 4,500 x $0.44 + 600 x $0.51 + 20 x $1.12 ]
x 8.34 / 1,000
= $29.85 per 1,000 gallons
This customized wastewater usage rate would apply to all wastewater usage, and
not just be applied as a surcharge. A fixed service charge, based on meter size,
would also be part of the wastewater bill. This method of billing eliminates the need
for an additional surcharge.
The unit wastewater costs that are used in the above calculation could be used for any
commercial or industrial customer exhibiting unique or extraordinary wastewater
characteristics, and served by Santa Rosa Water’s wastewater utility, but for whom routine
wastewater monitoring and sampling is either impractical or not cost-effective. The
Director of Santa Rosa Water should be authorized to determine the most appropriate
manner of billing customers for utility services, when unique circumstances suggest that
such consideration is appropriate.
PROPOSED WASTEWATER RATE SCHEDULE

Exhibit IV-7 summarizes the proposed wastewater rate schedule for wastewater rates
to be effective in January 2016. The proposed wastewater rates are revenue neutral overall,
relative to current wastewater rates. The proposed wastewater rates reflect the cost of
providing wastewater service to customers. In particular, the proposed wastewater rates
reflect a proportionate distribution of costs to all customers and customer classes, and
better reflect the cost of providing service.
As described in Section II of this report, it is recommended that the wastewater rates be
adjusted annually, in order to continue to meet service and financial obligations. All
wastewater rates should be increased by 3.0 percent at the beginning of FY 16-17, FY 17-18,
and FY 18-19, and by 2.5 percent in FY 19-20 and FY 20-21. The annual rate adjustments
will help ensure that the wastewater utility will continue to receive adequate revenue to
meet service and financial obligations.
Information on the impact of proposed wastewater rates on customer utility bills is
included near the end of Section I of this report.
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